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VESPA UX Audit Report #1

Introduction

This document
The purpose of this document is to report on the findings and 
recommendations from iterative UX audits of the VESPA Portal 1 and related 
user interfaces. It will be updated during the course of the EPN2024 VESPA 
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project WP7, and will be as inputs to improve the VESPA Portal user 
experience. 

Background and context

VESPA
VESPA Virtual European Solar and Planetary Access) is building a Virtual 
Observatory VO for Solar System sciences by adapting standard VO 
standards and tools specifically designed for planetary science data; including 
space-based, ground-based, experimental (laboratory) and simulated data.

Users can search and access data services via the EPNTAP data access 
protocol, which includes a set of parameters to describe the data 
characteristics, as well as the related acquisition and observing conditions. 
Data services are located and maintained by the research institutes that have 
created them.

Since its establishment in 2015, VESPA has installed over 50 datasets to a 
registry that can be accessed through a single interface, the VESPA Portal.

EPN-TAP data access protocol
VESPA has adopted the Table Access Protocol TAP from the International 
Virtual Observatory Alliance IVOA to query data services. In addition to this 
general mechanism, the EPNCore vocabulary has been designed to provide a 
uniform metadata system describing observational, instrumental, and physical 
parameters with fixed names, scales, and units 2.

VESPA Portal
The VESPA Portal is a web interface, which allows the users to discover and 
query EPNTAP data services simultaneously, or specific services individually 
in more details.

This interface is expected to be more versatile than generic TAP clients and 
embedded EPNTAP clients/libraries, and more user-friendly. New functions 
will be implemented during the course of the project.

Although the VESPA Portal is the main VESPA user interface, it is linked and 
related to other user interfaces and touchpoints:

VESPA Portal 1
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VESPA Support Site 3

VESPA Support Email

VESPA Wiki 4

VESPA Tutorials and presentations PDF

VESPA Newsletter

VESPA Twitter 5

Design goals and KPIs

Design goals
VESPA aims to serve a community of data providers and users. Although 
important and related to the VESPA user goals, data providers' goals are not 
considered in this UX audit.

Product goals

Attract and retain a sustainable community of VESPA users and data 
services providers

Make it feel easier to use and to learn VESPA (data, data services)

Bring out the scientific quality of VESPA data services

User goals

Discover and access planetary data from multiple data sources

VESPA user interfaces and touchpoints, in the context of other Europlanet VAs.
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Incorporate new data sources/services in data access and processing 
pipelines.

Reference and applicable documents
1 VESPA Portal: http://vespa.obspm.fr/planetary/data/

2 EPNTAP Publishing Solar System Data to the Virtual Observatory 
Version 2.0, https://ivoa.net/documents/EPNTAP/20201027/index

3 VESPA Support site: http://www.europlanet-vespa.eu/

4 VESPA Wiki: https://voparis-wiki.obspm.fr/ 

5 VESPA Twitter: https://twitter.com/vespa_epn

6 VESPA Key Performance Indicators KPIs), https://voparis-
wiki.obspm.fr/x/_SN9B

7 VESPA UX Issues, https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1k6N
CwzrX5gpNTuerzHmZFFdG64AhiPCV5RMLN3F_s

[] VESPA Portal Wiki, https://voparis-wiki.obspm.fr/x/HW6VB

[] VESPA Europlanet Society: https://www.europlanet-society.org/europlanet-
2024-ri/vespa/

Audit goal and process
The goal of these audits is to identify VESPA user experience and usability 
issues, and provide actionable recommendations to solve them. Along with the 
outcomes/insights from future user surveys, interviews and user testing 
sessions, it will be serve as input to define the main evolution of the VESPA 
Portal needed to improve its user experience.

Usability heuristic evaluation
Starting from an initial user scenario, one (or several) evaluator assess how are 
compliant user interfaces are with a predefined list of usability design 
principles (commonly referred to as heuristics). 

A specific set of heuristics typically contains empirical rules of thumb, best 
practices, standards, rules, and conventions that have been tested or observed 
over long periods of time.

http://vespa.obspm.fr/planetary/data/
https://ivoa.net/documents/EPNTAP/20201027/index
http://www.europlanet-vespa.eu/
https://voparis-wiki.obspm.fr/
https://twitter.com/vespa_epn
https://voparis-wiki.obspm.fr/x/_SN9B
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1k6-N-CwzrX5gpNTuerzHmZFFdG64AhiPCV5RMLN3F_s
https://voparis-wiki.obspm.fr/x/HW6VB
https://www.europlanet-society.org/europlanet-2024-ri/vespa/
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User scenario
User scenarios are basically short stories about the users (and their 
representations, the User Personas) trying to achieve their goals in their 
context. For this evaluation, we are making the assumption that the journey of 
our user starts from the VESPA Portal home page.

👤 Our target user is a general scientist/researcher with some 
knowledge of existing planetary data standards and tools (none 
from the "VO-world"), using VESPA Portal for the first time. 

🎯 Landing on the VESPA Portal, he/she is looking for new data 
products of interest to download and use in his/her planetary 
research workflow.

💻 Using "Large devices" (desktops, 992px and up).

Heuristics ("Design Principles")
For this evaluation, the set of heuristics that was chosen is a combination of 
Jacob Nielsen's 10 Usability Heuristics, Donald Norman's Six Design Principles 
for Usability, forming 5 key interrelated interaction design principles:

Consistency: Users should not have 
to wonder whether different words, 
situations, or actions mean the same 
thing.

Visibility: Users should not need to 
search for opportunities to interact.

Predictability: The design should set 
accurate expectations about what will 
happen before an interaction has 
occurred.

Feedback: Every interaction should 
produce a noticeable and 
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understandable reaction.

Learnability: Interactions should be 
easy to learn, and easy to remember.

When people come to an interface, if they understand where they can interact 
with it - if it is visible - and if it communicates what is going to happen when 
they interact with it - if it is predictable - then they interact with it. And when 
they interact with it it should provide feedback to them, and if that feedback is 
meaningful they will understand what has happened. And if it has allowed them 
to gain a deeper understanding, they will begin to learn how the in the 
interface works. They continue to use it, practice and observe behaviors. And 
once they have learned these behaviors through several cycles, they have the 
opportunity to transfer this knowledge to other environments, devices, 
situations. As long as these environments have some consistency what they 
learned in a one area will be applied to an other.

Usability issues reporting
We record and describe each issue found 
during the evaluation process in a VESPA 
UX Issues spreadsheet document 7 . We 
provide for each issue its corresponding 
heuristic and severity level, 
recommendation and effort level to solve 
it (assessed by the VESPA team).

Found usability issue can relate to the 
form (visual design), behavior (interaction 
design), or content (information 
architecture) of the user interface.

Severity levels are defined as follows:

Minor: Causes some hesitation or slight irritation

Moderate: Causes delays and moderate irritation; causes occasional task 
failure for some users

Critical: Causes extreme irritation; leads to task failure

Effort levels must be evaluated by the PSA dev team following the following 
scheme:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1k6-N-CwzrX5gpNTuerzHmZFFdG64AhiPCV5RMLN3F_s
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Low: Can easily be solved within current sprint

Medium: Can be solved in one or two dev sprint cycles

High: Requires several sprint cycles

A sprint can correspond to a development iterations or release.

UX KPIs review and behavioural data analysis
Key Performance Indicators KPIs) help evaluate the success of an organization 
or of a particular activity (such as projects, programmes, products and other 
initiatives) in which it engages.

KPIs are also relevant to the user experience design - if we want to improve a 
user experience, we need to be able to measure it in some ways. KPIs help to 
that respect. The followings are initial criteria to consider 6

From the end-users perspective

Number of VESPA portal visitors / month

Number of requests / month

Number of data products access requests / month (could only be 
monitored for the web user interface)

Number of acknowledgements and/or citation in publications (we would 
need a way to point user to a clear DOI

Number of VESPA newsletter subscribers (would imply to allow people to 
subscribe to the newsletter)

Impact of Twitter posts (by either @vespa_epn and/or @europlanetmedia), 
eg: number of 'likes' and RTs (re-tweets)

Number of applications/clients implementing EPNTAP protocol

Number of VESPA helpdesk user requests/interactions

From the data providers perspective

Number of accessible datasets

Data volume of accessible datasets

Number of data provider teams and people attending VESPA workshops

Another success criteria related to the sustainability of VESPA, is the 
implementation of VESPA in European Open Science Cloud EOSC
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KPIs are to be reviewed in the context of both the product and user goals, 
using the Google HEART framework (TDB). 

Behavioural data analysis is done (TBD) using data from:

https://analytics.obspm.fr, for example: 
https://analytics.obspm.fr/index.php?
action=index&idSite=27&period=day&date=20200427&updated=5#?
idSite=27&period=day&date=202004
27&category=Dashboard_Dashboard&subcategory=1

https://gitlab.obspm.fr/vespa/kpi_statistics

Findings and recommendations

Summary
Overall, the VESPA Portal doesn't make justice to the potential of VESPA as a 
tool for discovering and accessing multiple planetary data sources. Beside the 
unpleasing aesthetic which impacts perceived usability, it feels highly technical 
and the learning curve is pretty steep. It is even more true for people not 
familiar and equipped with VO tools. The user experience mostly suffers from 
the VESPA Portal dependency to VO tools that users must download, install 
and learn in order in identify data and data services of interest.

Currently identified UX Issues can be summarised into the following main 
issues:

Lack of user onboarding
There is no onboarding whatsoever.

Explain what you get (benefit for user) and how it works

Make it more approachable and engaging

Make people want to learn how to use it PDS OPUS gives a very good first 
impression)

VO tools dependency
The user flow/path is broken as soon as one wants to visualise metadata and 
data.

https://analytics.obspm.fr/
https://analytics.obspm.fr/index.php?action=index&idSite=27&period=day&date=2020-04-27&updated=5#?idSite=27&period=day&date=2020-04-27&category=Dashboard_Dashboard&subcategory=1
https://gitlab.obspm.fr/vespa/kpi_statistics
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1k6-N-CwzrX5gpNTuerzHmZFFdG64AhiPCV5RMLN3F_s
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Bring feedback to the user before requiring the usage of VO tools, when 
downloading/opening metadata/data.

Improve Products page table usability by adopting proven design patterns.

Improved onboarding and help/support resources shall help manage the 
user expectations.

Make-like help/support navigation
People shouldn't have to have to jump from one website/page (help) to another 
to find out how to use the VESPA Portal.

Make the VESPA Portal the unique interface to the VESPA project (this will 
also improve discoverability of VESPA Portal).

Improve layout and incorporate Help and support resources in the VESPA 
Portal UI.

Improve copy, don't use jargon as much as possible, and make terminology 
consistent across the interface.

User Flow
User flow starts from the VESPA home page, however discovering the VESPA 
Portal is important. In order to increase the discoverability of VESPA Portal 
through search engines, some effort should be put into improving Search 
Engine Optimization SEO metadata.

First impression matters. When landing on the VESPA Portal, our user is 
expecting to discover new interesting data for his/her planetary science 
research. 

Expected tasks towards that goal include:

Discover/understand data services

Query data service(s)

Download a selection or all data

Download a selection or all metadata

Visualise metadata (requires VO tools)

Visualise data (requires VO tools)
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UI Layout and Components
TBW

Proposed design solution

Design principles and guidelines
Some of the above recommendations shall be translated into clear design 
hypothesis and principles that can guide design decisions making across the 
VESPA team.

For now we should stick to following design principles described above:

Consistency

Visibility

Predictability

Feedback

Learnability

Design specifications
Includes design style guide, assets, mockups, prototypes and/or specifications.

Brand style guide
Brand story (mission, vision, audience, personality and values)

Visual identity (logotype, colors, typography and imagery)

Voice and tone

Assets
Color palette

Images (logo, icons, illustrations)

Aninations UI loader)

Fonts

Prototypes
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Prototypes can be static (mockups) or interactive (clickable prototypes). It can 
relate to the UI layout and components, or to different user interactions and 
flows. For example:

Resources
Search UX

https://uxplanet.org/how-to-improve-advanced-search-ux-450df698004c

Google Heart framework

https://library.gv.com/how-to-choose-the-right-ux-metrics-for-your-
product-5f46359ab5be

https://research.google/pubs/pub36299/

Brand style guide

https://en.99designs.fr/blog/logo-branding/how-to-create-a-brand-style-
guide/

https://uxplanet.org/how-to-improve-advanced-search-ux-450df698004c
https://library.gv.com/how-to-choose-the-right-ux-metrics-for-your-product-5f46359ab5be
https://research.google/pubs/pub36299/
https://en.99designs.fr/blog/logo-branding/how-to-create-a-brand-style-guide/

